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ABSTRACT
This paper describes a question answering system for NTCIR-
12 QALab-2. The task that we participated in is the Japanese
task about National Center Test and Mock exams. Our
method consists of two stages; a scoring method and answer
selection methods for four question types. The scoring is to
detect the evidence for the next process, namely answer se-
lection, from textbooks. We also focus on conflict detection
and event detection for the answer selection of the True-
or-False type question. For other questions, Factoid, Slot-
filling and Unique Time, our method judges or extracts the
answer from the passage retrieved by the scoring method.
The accuracy of our method on the formal run was moder-
ate. However, the result of our method sometimes boosted
up other system results on the combination run. The result
shows the effectiveness of our method.
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1. INTRODUCTION
This paper describes our question answering system, Ki-

tAi1-QA, for NTCIR-12 QALab-2 [5]. Our method identi-
fies the question type of each question on the basis of some
surface expression rules. After question type identification,
our method retrieves the most related topic (a unit in text-
books). For the detection of the related topic, we apply a
scoring approach [1]. We compute an importance value of
each word in textbooks, and then detect the related topic by
using queries and the importance value. Then, our method
select the answer in each question type; True-or-False, Fac-
toid, Slot-filling and Unique Time. We focus on conflict de-
tection and event detection for the True-or-False type ques-
tion. The conflict detection is to recognize conflict between
a query and the related topic. The event detection labels a

1Short of Kyushu Institute of Technology (Department of
Artificial Intelligence). The English meaning is “expecta-
tion.”
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Figure 1: The outline of our method.

true or a conflict tag to a choice on the basis of verb predicate
structures and the world history ontology developed by [2].
For other questions, Factoid, Slot-filling and Unique Time,
our method judges or extracts the answer from the passage
retrieved by the scoring method. Figure 1 shows the outline
of our system. In other words, our method consists of three
stages; question type identification, a scoring method and
answer selection methods for four question types.

In the next section, we describe the question type identifi-
cation. Next, we describe the scoring method for retrieving
a passage, namely a related topic for the answer and answer
selection methods for True-or-False, Factoid, Slot-filling and
Unique Time questions. Then, we discuss our experimental
results in Section 5. Finally, we conclude our method in
Section 6.

2. QUESTION TYPE IDENTIFICATION
In our method, we handle five types of question; True-or-

False, Factoid, Slot-filling, Unique Image and Unique Time.
The identification of the question type is based on rules with
some surface expressions. The rules are as follows:

True-or-False: The question contains one of the following
patterns;

• “[述べた文|述べた次の文]” and“[正しい|適当|誤って
いる|誤りを含む]もの”)
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• “[事柄|事績|出来事]として” and ”[正しい|誤]”

Slot-filling: The question contains “空欄” or “[入る|入れる]
語”

Unique Image: The question contains “写真”, “図”, “グラ
フ” or “絵の中の”

Unique Time: The question contains “年代” and “時期”
with “配列” for Unique Time Reordering or the ques-
tion contains “[期|時期]として” for Unique What Time

Factoid: Other than the above

We identify the five question types. However, we handle
four question types, True-or-False, Factoid, Slot-filling and
Unique Time, in the following process. In other words, we
ignore questions about Unique Image2.

3. SCORING FOR RELATED TOPIC
In this section, we explain our scoring method. The pur-

pose of the scoring is to detect the evidence for the next
process, namely answer selection, from textbooks. In our
method, a passage extracted by using the scoring process is
called “related topic.”

3.1 Query for scoring
To detect a related topic is to retrieve an important pas-

sage from the textbooks. Therefore, we need queries for the
retrieval process. The queries depend on the question type
of each question.

True-or-False: We use four query sets from four choices
in the question. A query set consists of some query
words. In addition, if the question contains the phrase
“この XXXについて (about this XXX)”, we add words
from sentences including“XXX”in the description part
related with the question. We use named entities as
query words3.

Slot-filling: We use one query set from sentences with slots.
We use all nouns as query words.

Unique Time: For Unique Time Reordering, we use some
query sets from choices in the question. We use named
entities for this question type as query words. For
Unique What Time, we use one query set from the
question. We use all nouns for this question type as
query words.

Factoid: We use one query set from the question. In ad-
dition, if the question contains the phrase “この XXX
について (about this XXX)”, we add words from sen-
tences including “XXX” in the description part related
with the question. We use all nouns for this question
type as query words.

3.2 Keyword extraction
The textbooks have been annotated with topics for each

paragraph manually. To extract the most related topic from
the textbooks for the answer selection, we need to compute
an importance measure of each word in each topic.

2Properly speaking, we select the answer about this question
type randomly in the answer selection process.
3For combination True-or-False questions, we use all nouns.

First we extract nouns and the dependency relations from
each sentence in the textbooks by using a morphological
analysis tool Juman4 and a dependency parser KNP5. For
more accurate analysis, we apply instances of the world his-
tory ontology [2] and entities annotated by QALab organiz-
ers into the dictionary of Juman. Here we introduce some
rules for notation fluctuation problems.

Deletion We prepare some prefix and suffix patterns for
this process. For example, 大統領 (President) is a suf-
fix pattern. We handle a word without a suffix pattern
as different notation of the original expression. For ex-
ample, we generate オバマ (Obama) from the expres-
sion オバマ大統領 (President Obama6), and then we
use {オバマ大統領, オバマ} as a word list.

Combination In Japanese, there are many Katakana ex-
pressions in the textbooks about the the world history.
These words have an important role for the answer
selection. We generate several combinations from a
phrase with Katakana expressions. For example, we
generate USA, Obama and USA-Obama from ‘’USA
President Obama.”

Expansion Some words in the world history ontology con-
tain another description; e.g., EU and European Union.
By using this knowledge, we expand the dependency
of the original relation. For example, if there is a pat-
tern ‘’The EU is a politico-economic union”, we gener-
ate a new pattern “The European Union is a politico-
economic union.”

By using these rules, the coverage of words is improved.
Then, we compute an importance value of each keyword

candidate wi. The value is based on idf in terms of each
topic in the textbooks.

Imp(wi) = log
AllTopics

NumTopic(wi)
(1)

where AllTopics is the number of topics in the textbooks.
NumTopic(wi) is the number of topics that contain a word
wi. wi is a word after application of the rules about different
notation problems. Assume that a topic contains the word
“United State of America” and another topic contains the
word “President of America”. In this situation, the impor-
tance value of the word “America” is smaller than “United
State of America” and “President of America” because the
word “America” appears in both topics.

3.3 Related topic extraction
By using keywords and the importance value Imp com-

puted in Section 3.2, we compute a score between a query set
and each topic in the textbooks. First, we set the score to
zero. Next, we retrieve topics in the textbook with a query
in the query set. Here we handle a word list, such as {オバ
マ大統領, オバマ} in Section 3.2, for the query. In a similar
manner, we handle a word list for each word in each topic.
If a word in the word list of a query matches with a word
in the word list of a topic and the dependency of the query
word matches with that of the topic word, the importance
value of the word is multiplied by 2, and then we add the

4http://nlp.ist.i.kyoto-u.ac.jp/index.php?JUMAN
5http://nlp.ist.i.kyoto-u.ac.jp/index.php?KNP
6In Japanese, the word “President (大統領)” is a suffix.
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Q: オバマがアメリカ大統領に当選した (Obama was elected as the president of the USA)

Query set: {オバマ (Obama) : 2}→当選 (be elected)

       {アメリカ大統領 (President of the USA) :2 , アメリカ (America|USA) :1}→当選 (be elected) 

T1: コロンブスがアメリカ大陸を発見した (Columbus discovered the American continent)

T1 list: {コロンブス (Columbus) : 2}→発見 (discovered) 

  {アメリカ大陸 (American continent) : 2, アメリカ (America|USA) : 1}→発見 (discovered)　

T2:  オバマ大統領が再び当選し，アメリカ大統領に就任した．
(President Obama was re-elected, and was inaugurated as the president of the USA)

T2 list: {オバマ大統領 (President Obama) : 2, オバマ (Obama) : 2}→当選 (be elected)

  {アメリカ大統領 (President of the USA) : 2, アメリカ (America|USA) : 1}→就任 (be inaugurated )

Scoring for T1

Same word and no same dependency: アメリカ (America|USA) 
  Q {アメリカ大統領 (president of the USA) :2 , アメリカ (America|USA) :1}→当選 (be elected) 

  T1{アメリカ大陸 (American continent) : 2, アメリカ (America|USA) : 1}→発見 (discovered)　
  The score is  1 (Score of  “アメリカ (America|USA)” )

The final score  0.5 = 1 / 2 (# of words in the query set)

Scoring for T2

Same word and same dependency: オバマ (Obama)
  Q {オバマ (Obama) : 2}→当選 (be elected)
  T2{オバマ大統領 (President Obama) : 2, オバマ (Obama) : 2}→当選 (be elected) 
  The score is 4 =2 (Score of  “オバマ (Obama) ” )×2

Same word and no same dependency: アメリカ大統領 (president of the USA) 
  Q {アメリカ大統領 (president of the USA) :2 , アメリカ (America|USA) :1}→当選 (be elected) 

  T2{アメリカ大統領 (president of the USA) : 2, アメリカ (America|USA) : 1}→就任 (be inaugurated )

  The score is 6 = 4+2 (Score of  “アメリカ大統領 (president of the USA) ” )

The final score is 3 = 6  / 2 (# of words in the query set)

Figure 2: An example of the scoring process.

value to the score. If there is the same word and not the
same dependency between the query and the topic, we add
the importance value of the word to the score. Our method
performs this process for all words in a query set. Then, we
divide the score by the number of words in the query set. We
compute the score of all topics, and then extract the topic
with the maximum score as the related topic of the query
set. Figure 2 shows an example of this scoring method. In
the figure, the curly brace ({ }) denotes a word list and the
arrow → denotes a dependency relation. The value of each
word, e.g., オバマ (Obama):2, is Imp. If a word list con-
tains some values, such as {アメリカ大統領 (president of the
USA) : 2, アメリカ (America|USA) : 1} in T2, we use the
maximum value in the list. In this example, T2 is selected
as the related topic of the query set.

4. ANSWER SELECTION
The answer selection consists of four processes. They are

based on the question types.

4.1 True-or-False
The true-or-false question is a fact validation task of choices.

For the true-or-false question, our method contains two types
of preprocessing; conflict detection and event detection. We
judge the final answer of the fact validation task by using
the results of the preprocessing and the score in Section 3.

4.1.1 Conflict detection
The first process is conflict detection. The purpose of this

process is to recognize conflict in choices in each question. If
there is a conflict of a choice, our method labels a conflict tag
to the choice. The conflict detection consists of two types of
conflict; time conflict and wave-line conflict.
The conflict on time information denotes a crucial point

on the true-or-false question. Some researchers have focused
on this point [3, 4, 7]. In our method, time information is ex-

Figure 3: An example of the wave-line question.

pressed as follows; “1901-2000” for “twentieth century” and
“2000-2000” for 2000th year. We also estimate time infor-
mation about events with Wikipedia; e.g., 1368-1644 for “
明の時代 (the Ming dynasty in China)” and 1939-1945 for “
第二次世界大戦 (World War II)”. We handle “named entity
+ time expression” as the target pattern of the time estima-

tion. For example, “第二次世界大戦以降 (after WWII)” and
“20 世紀 前半 (the early 20th century)”. In addition, time
information depends on the time expressions. For example,
1939-1945 for “第二次世界大戦中 (during WWII)” and 1945-

now for “第二次世界大戦 以降 (after WWII)”. If there is a
conflict between the time information in the choice and sen-
tences in the related topic, our method rejects the choice as
a false event. If the related topic contains some sentences
of different time information, we regard the most early year
and the most late year in sentences as the begin and end
time information.

The second conflict relates with a words with a wavy line
in choices. Figure 3 shows an example of a question and the
choices. In this situation, words except a word with a wavy
line are always true. Hence, if there is no mention about the
wave-line word in the related topic, we can label a conflict
tag to the choice. Properly speaking, we extract the related
topic without the wave-line word in Section 3.3, and then
check whether the wave-line word exists in the related topic
or not. If the wave-line word does not exist in the related
topic, the choice is false.

4.1.2 Event detection
The task in QALab relates with history questions. There-

fore, choices on each question are past events in the world
history. Okita and Liu [4] have proposed a method with verb
predicate structures and knowledge for the same task. We
also focus on verb predicate structures with world history
ontology for event detection. We generate a verb predicate
structure of each sentence by using KNP. For example, our
method obtains the verb predicate structure7 “win(Agent:
XX, Object: YY, Situation: ZZ)” from a sentence “XX de-
feated YY in the ZZ battle.” We also apply some rules into
the process;

• passive: we exchange ga-case and wo-case if the verb
in a sentence is passive. For example, if a sentence is
“毒ガスが塹壕戦で使われた (The poison gas was used
in the trench warfare)” , we obtain the verb predicate
structure “use(Object: poison gas, Situation: trench
warfare)”.

• is-a: we create another structure if a sentence has“is-a”

7Assume that the word “defeat” and “win” are the same
event in the ontology.
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relation, “XX は YY である (XX is YY)”. For exam-
ple, “八旗は順治帝が創設した軍隊である (Hakki was
the army that Junchitei set up,) has two structures;
“setUp(Agent: Junchitei, Object: Army)” as the orig-
inal structure and “setUp(Agent: Junchitei, Object:
Hakki)” as the is-a relation.

• different notation: We apply the rules in Section 3.2 to
the predicate structure. For example, if “win(Agent:
President Obama)” is generated from a sentence, we
also generate “win(Agent: Obama)”.

Our method identifies a relation between the verb and an
event in the ontology. We use the definition of simple events
in [2]. Here we regard all events in the textbooks as the
true events. If there is a conflict between the event in a
choice and any events in the textbooks, e.g., win(XX, YY)
and lose(XX, YY), we label a conflict tag to the choice. On
the other hand, if there are win(XX, YY) and win(XX, YY)
or win(XX, YY) and lose(YY, XX), we label a true tag to
the choice.

4.1.3 Final decision
After conflict detection and event detection, namely label-

ing about true and conflict tags, we judge the true-or-false
answer of the questions by using the score in Section 3.3 and
the tags in Section 4.1.1 and 4.1.2.
The final decision is based on the ranking of scores of

each choice. We use the scores described in Section 3.3 as
the scores in this process. If the choice contains a negation,
such as “なかった”, the score is inverted. First, if a choice
has a true tag, we alter the score of the choice to more than
the 1st rank score. On the other hand, if a choice has a
conflict tag, we alter the score of the choice to less than the
lowest rank score. Then, if the question is the selection of
the correct event, our method extracts the 1st rank choice.
In a similar manner, if the question is the selection of the
incorrect event, our method extracts the the lowest rank
choice. In this situation, if the difference between the scores
of the 1st rank and 2nd rank (or the lowest and 2nd to
lowest) is small8, we re-compute scores of all topics by using
words in the description part. Then, we select the correct
(or incorrect) choice on the basis of the re-computed score.
Some true-or-false questions require a combination of true

or false of choices. In this situation, we need to judge
the true-or-false of all choices because the score just de-
notes a true-or-false likelihood, that is not true-or-false itself.
Therefore, we judge the flag of each choice with a threshold.
In this paper, we set it to 1.09. We treat that a choice is
true if the score is the threshold or more. Otherwise, it is
false.

4.2 Factoid
The factoid question is to select the fact (or non-factt)

word from choices. If the question is the selection of the
fact, we select the word with the maximum frequency in the
related topic detected in Section 3. If the question is the
selection of the non-fact, we select the word with the mini-
mum frequency in the related topic. If the frequency of any
choices is zero, we re-compute the score about underlined
words in the description part and then select the most suit-
able word in a similar way. If the question is the selection of

8The difference threshold is 1.0 in this paper.

the correct combination of words, we select the combination
with the maximum frequency in the related topic detected
in Section 3.

4.3 Slot-filling
The slot-filling question is to select the correct word (or

combination) from choices. If the question is the selection
of the correct word, we select the word with the maximum
frequency in the related topic detected in Section 3. If the
question is the selection of the correct combination of words,
we select the combination with the maximum frequency in
the related topic detected in Section 3.

4.4 Unique Time
The unique time question is to select the correct sequence

of events from choices. For the time sequence detection,
we use the same method in Section 4.1.1. We estimate the
time of each event by using the detected time information.
If the method can not capture the time information from
sentence in the question, it estimate time information from
events in the related topic. On the basis of the estimated
time information, we select the suitable sequence from the
choices.

5. EXPERIMENTAL RESULT
We participated all phase, namely phase-1, phase-2 and

phase-3. We focused on National Center Test and Mock Ex-
ams. We constructed some systems (Priority 1, 2 and 3) in
each phase. For the phase 1 and 2, the priority 1 denotes
a system based on the scoring and conflict detection and
the priority 2 denotes a system using all features in this pa-
per. For the phase 3, the priority 1 denotes a system using
all features in this paper. The priority 2 and the priority
3 denote a system based on the scoring and conflict detec-
tion and a system based on the scoring and event detection,
respectively.

The results on the formal run are shown in Table 1. Our
method was moderate. On the other hand, the result of our
method sometimes boosted up other system results. Table
2 shows a part of the combination run. The correct rate of
the two systems in the table drastically were improved by
using our result (0.25 vs. 0.36 for Team Forst and 0.11 vs.
0.33 for Team IMTKU). These results show the effectiveness
of our method.

We introduced some rules for different notation problems
in Section 3.2. However, it was insufficient. Moreover, the
different notation was the main reason of mistakes in the
scoring method. Therefore, handling the different notations
correctly is one of the most important future work.

The conflict detection was effective in the experiment.
However, the number of target instances for the conflict de-
tection was not very great. The event detection was not ef-
fective in the experiment. The reason was that our predicate
structures were too simple. They did not capture context
information and paraphrasing. In addition, handling causal
relation and time relation between events [6] is an important
future work.

6. CONCLUSIONS
This paper describes a question answering system based

on a scoring method for NTCIR-12 QALab-2. For the True-
orFalse question, we introduced conflict detection based on
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Pahse1: Center Test
Priority Score Correct Rate Rank

1 29 0.27 18/23
2 29 0.27 19/23

Pahse1: Besesse Test
2 41 0.42 1/7
1 38 0.39 2/7

Pahse1: Yozemi Test (1)
1 24 0.25 2/7
2 24 0.25 2/7

Pahse1: Yozemi Test (2)
1 28 0.28 7/7

Pahse2: Besesse Test
2 64 0.37 11/18
1 62 0.35 15/18

Pahse3: Center Test
1 31 0.31 18/32
2 31 0.31 18/32
3 31 0.31 18/32

Pahse3: Besesse Test
2 40 0.31 6/12
1 37 0.29 9/12
3 34 0.27 10/12

Pahse3: Yozemi Test (1)
2 39 0.39 3/9
1 38 0.39 4/9
3 38 0.39 4/9

Pahse3: Yozemi Test (2)
2 30 0.28 6/9
3 30 0.28 6/9
1 24 0.22 9/9

Table 1: The formal run result.

Pahse1: Besesse Test
Priority Comb Priority Score Correct Rate
Forst - 2 26 0.25
Forst KitAi 2 35 0.36

Pahse3: Center Test
Priority Comb Priority Score Correct Rate
IMTKU - 1 12 0.11
IMTKU KitAi 1 34 0.33

Table 2: The combination run result.

time information and event detection based on world his-
tory ontology. For other questions, Factoid, Slot-filling and
Unique Time, our method extracted the answer from the
passage retrieved by the scoring method.
The accuracy of our method was moderate. However, the

result of our method sometimes boosted up other system
results on the combination run. The result shows the effec-
tiveness of our method.
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